Chimerical retroposition delineate a process by which RNA reverse transcribed integration into 33 genome accompanied with recruiting flanking sequence, which is asserted to play essential roles 34 and drive genome evolution. Although chimerical retrogenes hold high origination rate in plant 35 genome, the evolutionary pattern of retrogenes and their parental genes are not well understood in 36 rice genome. In this study, using maximum likelihood method, we evaluated the substitution ratio 37 along lineages of 24 retrogenes and parental gene pairs to retrospect the evolutionary patterns. The 38 results indicate that some specific lineages in 7 pairs underwent positive selection. Besides the rapid 39 evolution in the initial stage of new chimerical retrogene evolution, an unexpected pattern was 40 revealed: soon or some uncertain period after the origination of new chimerical retrogenes, their 41 parental genes evolved rapidly under positive selection, rather than the rapid evolution of the new 42 chimerical retrogenes themselves. This result lend support to the hypothesis that the new copy 43 assistant the function evolution among parental gene and retrogene. Transcriptionally, we also 44 found that one retrogene (RCG3) have a high expression at the period of calli infection which 45 supported by chip data while its parental gene doesn't have. Finally, by calibration to Ka/Ks 46 analysis results in other species including Apis mellifera, we concluded that chimerical retrogenes 47 are higher proportionally positive selected than the regular genes in the rice genome. 48 49
Introduction 53
Retroposed duplicate genes, retrogenes, result from the process of retrotransposition, in which 54 mRNAs are reverse-transcribed into cDNA and then inserted into a new genomic position (Zhang, 55 Wu, et al. 2005 ). Because of the processed nature of mRNAs, the newly duplicated paralogs lack 56 introns, have a poly-A tail and short flanking repeats, causing function inefficiency of retrogenes for 57 the lack of regulation element. However, chimerical retrogenes resurrect gene integrity by 58 5 sequenced with single-end from the 5'ends methods on an ABI Prism 3730 sequencer. All the 112 sequence used in our study were derived from PCR sequencing unless PCR did not success in 113 reference species but succeed in other sibling species. For this instance, substitution of 9311 114 genomic sequence was used for Indica in later analysis. 115 Sequencing region detail 116 In previous study (Wang, et al. 2006 ), 898 intact retrogenes were found in Indica (9311) by in-silico 117 way, and they indicated that 380 retrogenes have chimerical structures. We chose 24 retrogenes 118 randomly from the 380 retrogenes, and positive selection acted on some specific branch (the 119 analysis is show in the latter chapter) of seven retrogenes. The seven retrogenes are RCG1 120 (Retro-Chimerical Gene1, chimerical id Chr03_4107, chimerical id is identical with the data in 121 2006 paper), RCG2 (Chr04_4524), RCG3 (Chr12_934), RCG4 (Chr10_2602), RCG5 (Chr01_5436), 122 RCG6 (Chr02_1920), RCG7 (Chr08_3454). To exclude the artefacts of genome sequencing and 123 assembly in 9311, we searched these seven chimerical retrogene and parental gene against newly 124 PacBio genome IR8 (Table S3 ). According to the previous study and public database (Gramene), all 125 these seven genes didn't find homologous structure in maize and sorghum. The chimerical structure 126 of three retrogenes are demonstrated in Fig. S3 . 127 Sequence edit and blast analysis 128 Using the designed primers, we cloned the sequences from the wild rice genomic DNA. The 129 sequences got from the PCR were shown in Table S4 . In the computational evolutionary analysis, 130 the sequences cloned by PCR which is not long enough or can't alignment to the retrogene is 131 eliminated. In RCG4 and RCG7, the Indica sequence from PCR (Indica in Fig. 1 ) share high 132 similarity with reference genome (Indica_genome in Fig. 1 ), and we cannot confirm which one is 133 orthologous to other species, so both PCR sequences and genomic sequences are used in the 134 calculation for this study. 135 136 Phylogenetic Reconstruction 137 The sequences of retrogene pairs of coding regions were first translated to amino acid using the 138 chimerical retrogene structure according to reference sequences, after the alignment by MEGA7 139 (Tamura, et al. 2007 ) with ClustalW, the amino acid sequences were retranslated into nucleotide. 140 The amino acid alignments of seven positive selection candidate retrogene pairs were shown in Fig.6 1, the other seventeen are shown in Fig. S1 . The phylogenies used in analysis are built by MEGA7 142 using NJ method with the default parameter. All seven phylogenies were shown in Fig. 2 , the other 143 seventeen were shown in Fig. S2 . 144 Maximum likelihood analysis for estimating the parameters 145 We employed the OBSM (Optimal Branch Specific Model) program (Zhang, et al. 2011 ) to explore 146 the most probable branch-specific model to estimate its non-synonymous substitution per 147 non-synonymous site (Ka) and synonymous substitution per synonymous site (Ks) respectively and 148 the corresponding omega (ω = Ka/Ks) ratio. Here, ω is well accepted in evolutionary interpretation 149 that when ω>1, suggesting positive selection; when ω≈1, suggesting neutral evolution while ω<1 150 suggest purify selection with functional constraint. OBSM has three methods, the first method cost 151 less time while the third method is more time-consuming but gets a better result, which means that 152 have a better branch-specific model in likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Zhang, et al. 2011) or Akaike 153 Information Criterion (AIC) comparison (Akaike 1974) . 154 We calculated all these 24 retrogene sets by three methods of OBSM. In analysis, we removed all 155 gaps in alignments, set the codon frequency of the CODEML control file at CodonFreq = 3, set the 156 parameter k in method III of OBSM at 0.5. Furthermore, we employed the branch-site model (Yang 157 and Nielsen 2002) to explore the positive sites, and fix the specific branch suggested by the final 158 optimal models as foreground branch. The suggested test 1 and the suggested test 2 were employed 159 to detect positive selection sites (Zhang, Nielsen, et al. 2005) . 160 
Molecular evolution analysis

Results
161
Seven retrogene pairs undergo positive selection 162 According to the results of calculation by three methods, we obtain seven among twenty-four 163 retrogene pairs were undergoing positive selection. All the log likelihood (lnL) values and 164 parameter of final optimal models for seven retrogene pairs for each method are shown in Table 1 ; 165 other seventeen retrogenes are shown in Table S5 , which laid foundations for the selective site 166 analysis in Table 2 . All these analyses are described in detail as follows. 167 
RCG1 168
RCG1 is a new gene that originated 3.15 MYA (Ks≈0.041) in the rice genome. The log likelihood 169 (lnL) value of the optimal model of method III is -996.78, is significantly better than the lnL value 170 of the optimal model of the method I and method II (LRT: df =1 2ΔL=5.17 p-value=0.023). This7 result indicates that method III more suitable for RCG1 data. The estimating of Ka/Ks ratio of 172 lineage branch 9 in the final optimal model of the method I and method II were infinite (999), and 173 the Ka/Ks ratio of branch 9, 8, 11 and 5 in the final optimal model of method III is infinite (999). 174 All these models indicate that the evolution pattern of RCG1 retrogene pair is episodic. Although it 175 failed in likelihood ratio test (LRT: df =1, 2ΔL=3.006, p-value=0.083) when we nested a 176 comparison between the final optimal model and fix-model which fixed the Ka/Ks ratio of branch 9, 177 8, 11 and 5 to one, the estimates of parameters in this optimal model suggest that there're sixteen 178 non-synonymous substitutions versus zero synonymous substitution occurred along the lineage 8, it 179 has a great possibility that the lineage 8 is undergoing positive selection that the previous study 180 suggest positive selection when the non-synonymous substitutions greater than 9 while the 181 synonymous substitution is equal to 0 (Nozawa et al. 2009 Nivara a and b_P and lineage 1 Indica-Japonica P&C in final optimal model of the method III, the 193 Ka/Ks ratio is less than 1 (0.358, 0.321 respectively), all other lineages are greater than 1 (1. 744, 194 1.835 respectively). The log likelihood (lnL) values of these two models are -1381.52 and -1380. 48, 195 respectively. Since they have the same ω ratio numbers, the latter model is considered being better 196 because of lower lnL value. The RCG2 retrogene pair were undergoing positive selection is 197 confirmed when we nested a comparison between the fix-model and corresponding final optimal 198 models, the 2ΔL is 6.474, the p-value is 0.011. The final optimal model indicates that the positive 199 selection permeates the whole evolution pattern of RCG2 retrogene pair. The estimates of 200 parameters in the final optimal models suggest that the non-synonymous substitutions in five8 lineages 3, 7, 5, 6 and 2 are all greater than 9, rang from 10.5 to 26.3. 202 Model A more suitable than others based on the final optimal model, two branch-sites model tests. 203 Nine sites to be potentially under positive selection along the foreground branch at the 95% level 204 according to the BEB analysis (19S, 29L, 56E, 67G, 68D, 71S, 73I, 74F, 88S, 97G, 127K, 158R, method III is -2104.41, since they have the same ω ratio numbers, the latter model is considered 212 being better. The estimate of Ka/Ks ratio of lineage Nivara b_P in final optimal model of the 213 method I and method II is 1.388, the estimate of Ka/Ks ratio of branch 15, 6 and 10 in the final 214 optimal model of method III is 1.524. Although all these two models not significant in LRTs tests 215 when we nested a comparison between the fix-model and final optimal model, it is suggested that 216 the branch 8 have a much higher substitution rate than the background substitution rate since the 217 large non-synonymous substitutions in it (30.3 and 31.0 respectively). 218 Based on the final optimal model, two branch-sites model tests based on the final optimal models 219 indicate that the Model A fit the data better than others. Model A suggests ten sites to be potentially 220 under positive selection along the foreground branch at the 95% level according to the BEB 221 analysis, these sites are 210G, 211K, 215L, 216N, 218T, 220L, 221E, 228N, 229N, 230F. 222 Surprisingly, all these sites are very close to each other and seem to be a functional domain. Given the complexity of these sixteen sequences included in this retrogene pair, the result of the 227 most probable estimating models suggested by OBSM are different totally. The final optimal model 228 suggested by Method I is a seven-ratio model and the lnL value is -2595.79. The final optimal 229 model suggested by Method II is a six-ratio model and the lnL value is -2587.67. The final optimal 230 model suggested by Method III is a three-ratio model and the lnL value is -2586.49. Obviously, the9 final optimal model of Method III fit the data better than other two models since the fewer 232 parameters and the larger lnL value. Although this model failed in LRTs when we nested a 233 comparison between the fix-model and final optimal model, it is suggested by all three final optimal 234 models that the lineage Nivara b_P have a much higher substitution rate than the background 235 substitution rate. The estimates of parameters in these three optimal models suggest that the 236 non-synonymous substitutions in lineage Nivara b_P are 18.7, 18.7 and 16.5 respectively. 237 Based on the final optimal model of method III, two tests indicate that the Model A fit the data 238 better than other models. Model A suggests two sites to be potentially under positive selection along 239 the foreground branch at the 95% level according to the BEB analysis; these sites are 51Y, 75R. The lnL value of the final optimal model of Method I and Method II is -1523.01, the lnL value of 244 final optimal model of Method III is -1520.80, the latter one is significantly better than the former 245 one according to the LRTs (df=1, 2ΔL=4.404, p-value=0.036). This result indicates that the final 246 optimal model of method III fit RCG5 gene pair better than the former model. The estimating of 247 Ka/Ks ratio of lineage Glab_P in final optimal model of method I and method II is 2.20, and the 248 estimating of Ka/Ks ratio of lineage Glab_P, branch 10, and lineage Nivara a in the final optimal 249 model of method III is 2.66. All these models indicate that the evolution pattern of RCG5 retrogene 250 pair is episodic. Although it is failed in LRTs (df=1, 2ΔL=2.612, p-value=0.106) when we nested a 251 comparison between the final optimal model and fix-model which fixed the Ka/Ks ratio of lineages 252 Glab_P, branch 10 and Nivara-a equals to one. The estimates of parameters in final optimal model 253 of method III suggest that they're about 10.8 non-synonymous substitutions along the branch 10, 254 and there're 16.6 non-synonymous substitutions along the lineage Glab_P, it has a great possibility 255 that the branch 10 and Glab_P are undergoing positive selection. 256 Based on the final optimal model of method III, we used branch-site model to identify Grandi_P equal to one are failed, it is suggested by two final optimal models that the branch 18 290 have a much higher substitution rate than the background substitution rate since the estimates of 291 parameters suggest that there're 7.6 non-synonymous substitutions versus 1.1 synonymous 292 substitutions occurred along the branch 18. 293 We used the branch-site model to identify the positive sites, the suggested test 1 and the suggested 294 test 2 are employed to detecting positive selection sites along branch 18. Test 1 suggested that 295 Model A is significantly better than the model M1a while it is failed in test 2. Model A suggests five 296 sites to be potentially under positive selection along the foreground branch at the 95% level 297 according to the BEB analysis; these sites are 18L, 28G, 40G, 48S, 76V. The parameters suggested 298 by Model A are p0= 0.788, p1= 0.0612, p2= 0.140, p3= 0.0109, ω0= 0.0662, ω2= 12.81. 299 Tajima' D test suggests the mutations in RCG4, RCG6 are deviation from neutral mutation 300 hypothesis 301 Whether retrogenes under neutral selection? We also employed Tajima' D test included in MEGA 7 302 to check the mutations in chimerical retrogene (Tajima 1989 ). The result suggested only chimerical 303 retrogene RCG4 and RCG6 pair are significant, while the mutations among the other four retrogene 304 pairs are deviation from neutral. The significant deviation of D from 0 is observed in RCG4 (p<0.01) 305 and in RCG6 (p<0.001), the detail is shown in Table 3 . 306 The patterns of substitutions in new retrogenes and parental genes 307 Three distinct patterns have been revealed base on synonymous and replacement sites in the seven 308 gene pairs were shown in suggests the rapid evolution also happened to parental gene. This type of rerouted functional 313 evolution covered several occasions: (2) The parental genes evolved rapidly soon after the 314 chimerical genes were formed whereas the new genes evolved slowly in evolution. RCG6 belongs 315 to this category. (3) The parental genes evolved after some uncertain period of the chimerical genes 316 were formed whereas the new genes evolved slowly in evolution, shown as RCG3, RCG4, RCG5 317 and RCG7. Both pattern (2) and (3) implicated an unexpected process of evolution in functionality: 318 the new retrogenes might replace the parental gene to carry out the ancestral functions while the 319 parental gene might have evolved new functions driven in adaptive evolution. 320 12 We compared our seven chimerical retrogenes to the probesets of Rice Genome Arrays of 322 Affymetrix GeneChip, since the high complexity and the redundancy of the retro gene similar copy 323 (Table 5 ) and the incomplete probesets coverage of rice genome, only pairs of RCG3 and RCG5 324 have the perfect match probesets, the compared detail is shown in Table 4 , the expression profile 325 can be got from the CERP database (http://crep.ncpgr.cn/). However, both RCG3 and RCG5 showed 326 functional divergence (Fig. 3) . Especially, according to the entire life cycle of rice gene 327 expression data (Wang, et al. 2010 ), chimerical retrogene RCG3 probe (Os.54355.1.S1_at) has an 328 expression peak in Zhenshan 97 (a variety of cultivated rice) at infection period in calli, 329 germination period (72h after imbibition) in seed and 21 days after pollination in endosperm. This 330 result is in consonance with the independent evidence from the TIGR 331 (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu) that this gene encodes Leucine-rich proteins, and has a high 332 similarity with the Ve1 gene which has been shown to be resistant to Verticillium wilt disease 333 (Fradin et for RCG1, RCG2 and RCG3 by MEGA7 using the NG86 model (Nei and Gojobori 1986; Zhang, et 339 al. 1998) with the transition/transversion ratio k=2. To estimate the divergence time accurately, 340 since the branch Austra (Fig. 2) is ancestral to the clade generated by the retroposition event, this 341 branch is excluded from RCG1 data in the analysis. Then the Ks values with the 95% confidence 342 interval for RCG1, RCG2 and RCG3 are 0.041±0.011, 0.090±0.016 and 0.192±0.021 respectively. 343 Assuming that the synonymous substitution rate of rice genes is 6.5 × 10 -9 substitutions per site per 344 year (Gaut, et al. 1996) In this study, we used the program OBSM (Zhang et al. 2011 ) to explore the optimal branch model 349 for chimerical genes. OBSM is CODEML (one program included in PAML package) (Yang 2007 ) 350 aid programs which help the user to found out the optimal branch-specific models (Yang 1998) 13 using the maximum likelihood approach. We also used the branch-site approach to explore positive 352 selection sites, although we note this method have some defects like it may not suggest right sites 353 proposed by Nozawa, et al. (2009) . In fact, in our data analysis, especially in RCG3, the sites 354 suggested by MA model seem reasonable; because these sites are all belong to Leucine-rich repeat 355 region which may have some connection with disease resistance. The disease resistance function 356 may help the individual with better adaption to be selected to survive. 357 The common patterns and mechanisms shaping the evolution of new genes were generalized by genes underwent rapid adaptive amino acid evolution in a short time after they were formed, 361 followed by later quiescence and functional constraint. In 2008, study of novel alcohol 362 dehydrogenase siren1 and siren2 also proved that chimerical genes evolved adaptively shortly after 363 they were formed (Shih and Jones 2008). However, our results seem to indicate another different 364 pattern, that is, besides the rapid adaptive amino acid evolution happened shortly after chimerical 365 retrogene were formed, the rapid adaptive evolution also appeared in parental genes. This quickly 366 evolution of parental gene occupied a high proportion in our seven chimerical retrogene pairs, six 367 (RCG2 to RCG7) of which have rapid adaptive evolution in parental gene evolution. on the evolution pattern of chimerical retrogene pairs. 373 To compare the expression profile of RCG3 and its parental gene, we locate the RCG3 parental 374 gene in Japonica genome and the located region is predicted as loci LocOs12g11370 by TIGR. The 375 probeset (OsAffx.31701.1.S1_at) in this region reveal that the parental gene has an expression peak 376 at secondary-branch primordium differentiation stage (stage 3) at young panicle (Fig. 3) , while its 377 parental gene only showed negligible signal for this stage. This is reasonable because the high 378 expression level at generative organ may capture a higher chance to retroposition among the 379 genome sequences. 380 14 undergoing positive selection. This proportion is much higher than that of previous whole-genome 382 research in Streptococcus (Anisimova, et al. 2007 ) and Apis mellifera (Zayed and Whitfield 2008) . 383 The phylogenomic analysis of Streptococcus (Anisimova, et al. 2007) shows that 136 gene clusters 384 out of 1730 (7.86%) underwent positive selection. Genome-wide analysis of positive selection in 385 honey bee suggested that positive selection acted on a minimum of 852-1,371 genes or around 10% 386 of the bee's coding genome (Zayed and Whitfield 2008 3R, 6W, 12A, 26V, 28Q, 40M, 50P, 52N,  54P, 56E, 57I, 58I, 59E, 62I, 65D, 77Q, 78R,  79A, 81Y, 84I, 100P, 107F, 110L, 111L,  116Q, 121A, 122T, 123A, 125G, 127A,  136S, 142R, 144D, 153K, 155S, 156G, 159Q The Tajima test statistic was estimated using MEGA7. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated from the dataset (Complete deletion option). The abbreviations used are as follows: m = number of sites, S = Number of segregating sites, ps = S/m, Θ = ps/a1, and π = nucleotide diversity. D is the Tajima test statistic.
RCG3 may plays an important role in disease resistance
24 Sequences of chimerical gene and its parental gene were searched against rice expression profile CREP (http://crep.ncpgr.cn/crep-cgi/home.pl). Probe applied to target sequence only when no mismatch (e-value=0) and hybrid to the right position. NA, no perfect match was found for chimerical retrogene pairs. Fig. S1 The amino acid alignment of seventeen chimerical retrogene pairs. Table S1 Species used in our analysis. Table S2 Primers for PCR and sequencing. Table S3 Chimerical retrogene and parental gene in IR8. The sequence of chimerical retrogene and corresponding parental gene were blat searched against Indica rice genome IR8, which was sequenced by Pacbio technology. Round brackets indicated the output of blat; angle brackets mean when blat out were too long, the sequences range were narrowed down by gene-specific primer. Table S4 PCR based sequencing statistics of retrogenes and parental genes. C: Means the retro-chimerical gene; P: Means the parental gene; x: Means did not get PCR result; na: Means did not get valuable sequence; *: using the Indica reference sequence; &: The cloned sequence did not perfect match the reference sequence of 9311. Total sequences numbers, means the number of sequence type used for phylogeny construction, which correspond to the maximum value in C and P column for each retrogene. The different number in the two columns of each retrogene represent a sequence type that unique for one or several species, which consistent with the sequence number of phylogenies in Fig.2 . 
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